Re:system M100 – Setting of amplifier
The Re:system M100 offers an excellent amplifier with 2 x 200 Watt for an outstanding music
experience. The sound adventure of the M100 amplifier is always an enjoyment regardless of
which speaker is connected. Once again a Revox product offers absolute listening pleasure.
With a couple of settings in the configuration menu of the M100 the sound experience can
even be optimised. On the one hand the speaker can be adapted to the positioning within the
room and therefore equalize a super elevation of the frequency response in the low
frequencies.
In the DSP of the M100, on the other hand, the frequency ranges of the current Revox
speakers are deposited. As soon as the compatible speaker is selected, the physical
deviations from the optimal reproduction are compensated and the sound experience is being
even more optimised in this way.
To bring out the optimum of your Revox product, we recommend applying the following
settings:
Push the button „Timer“ for two seconds
and open the configuration menu of the
M100 in so doing.

Within the configuration menu select the
„Amplfier“ option in the left upper corner.
Select the presetting „Any/Unknown“ for
all speakers that are not included in the
list, in particular when using other
speaker brands than Revox.

By means of the buttons Speaker +/- you
can select your Revox speaker. Should
the list not include your speaker from the
current speaker range, please make sure
that the latest firmware is installed on
your M100.
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In the next step you can make the
adjustment to the placement of the
speaker in the room. „No Adjustment“
indicates that the speaker stands in free
space.
„Close to the wall“ optimises the
playback of the woofer for a positioning
within spitting distance to the wall.
For the positioning of the speakers in the
corner of the room we recommend the
setting „In the Corners“.
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